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New York: FBI agents from several agencies joined together today to search for a woman who might have been kidnapped by
human traffickers and eventually starved to death in a pod in the city's sewer system, where she had lived for more than a year. A

trio of tow trucks completed the horrific task of digging out Carolyn Miller's decomposing body from her home in the Kensington
section of New York City on Tuesday, New York State Police said. The remains of her adopted daughter, Mary Beth Johnson, were
found with her, police said. But her unidentified mother wasn't so lucky. "We had some clues," John Miller, Mary Beth's father, told
CBSNewYork.com. "We had an ID on her." That ID, police said, would have allowed them to track the woman down. But her case

remained a cold case, and now investigators are turning to social media for help in unearthing clues about her death. "We've seen
the likes of this before," said Ed Campbell, spokesman for the New York State Police. "Social media can be an outstanding

investigative tool. It can go through thousands of posts. We start with the basics.... We have to see what happened. You never want
to turn your back on that. It could be the one clue that leads us to the final end." Campbell said New York State Police are

distributing photo albums in hopes that someone will recognize one or more of the images. Investigators collected the photos of the
mother and daughter from the Kensington home, which police showed to neighbors. Neighbors said the mother, who police did not
identify, moved to the home in early 2010. Police said Mary Beth disappeared on Sept. 30, 2010. She was 5 when she was adopted
by the Miller family, which lives in New Jersey. Mary Beth's father said the five family members were "all devoted to Mary Beth, and

we weren't doing anything to harm her." "She was my little girl," he said. "I wasn't doing anything wrong." The family had been
struggling financially and was on the verge of being evicted. "That's probably the last thing she would ever have wanted," Johnson's
father, James, told CBSNewYork.com. "She always talked about wanting a home with a family." Johnson and her mother disappeared

from their New York apartment after a fight on Halloween, and
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